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Grace Connect SARL is a Fintech founded by experienced risk managers with a 
track record of successful implementation of non-financial risk management 
frameworks.
Our GRC Suite embeds all relevant modules to ensure adherence to regulatory 
requirements and supporti a smart and efficient deployment of the risk culture 
within your organization.
The GRC Suite is designed to enable a user friendly, digital and efficient way of dea-
ling with information required to mange non financial risks.

Who is GRACE CONNECT?

Our team will be available to answer your questions and showcase our innovative solutions. 
You can also book a demo with us in advance to get a more in-depth look at our product. 
We look forward to seeing you there!

Wivine N'Kombe Lamy
Business Development Manager

Mobile: +32 471 78 42 03
Wivine.Nkombe@gracegrc.com

If you're attending the forum, we invite you to visit our booth 
to learn more about how Grace Connect GRC Suite can help 
you manage your non-financial risks in a holistic way.

What can visitors find at our stand

Our expectation 
This event brings together experts and thought leaders in governance, risk mana-
gement, and compliance, and we are proud to support it as provider of the Grace 
Connect GRC Suite. This is an opportunity to connect with like-minded professio-
nals and gain insights into the latest trends and best practices in the GRC field. 
In order to survive in today rapidly evolving and volatile business environment, 
companies need to be able to integrate quickly new information, screen emerging 
risks, implement new regulatory requirements, build effective response strategy.
In this context, it is key to be supported by cutting edge technology enabling a fast 
collection, analysis and integrated view of the risks companies might face and 
ensure their data are processed and stored in a secured way.

www.gracegrc.com


